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A QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF DIRT-CONE DYNAMICS 

By DAVID J. DREWRY 

(Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge CB2 IER, Engla nd) 

ABSTRACT . Quantitative inves tiga tions have been made of ice-cored dirt cones on Bersaerkerbrre in 
nor th-east Greenland . Experiments were also undertaken to eva luate field obser vations. M easurem ents 
included: m aximum cone dimensions, sediment thi ckness and pa rticle size, cone growth ra tes, slo pe a ngles 
and the tempera ture distribution within the d ebris layer and ice core. P articl e size, which h as not been 
stressed in previous studies, a nd rela ted liquid consistenc y limits, appear as the domina nt controls in cone 
forma tion , independent of d ebris thickness within the observed r a nge of 10 mm to 125 mm. A threshold 
gra in ·s ize for dir t-cone inception was found, between 0.2 mm and 0.6 mm. The growth of con es was usua lly 
no t more tha n 50% of the a bla tion over "clean" ice. T empera ture m easuremen ts wi thin dirt cones has 
enabled heat-flow studies to be made, evalua ting the thermal conduc tivity of a sediment layer a nd the heat 
tra nsfer invo lved in m elting the ice core. A simple m odel of dirt-cone d ynamics is proposed , cha rac terized 
by negative feed backs and describing a stead y-sta te system. 

R ESUME. Une approche quantitative de la dynamique des "cones de pOllssiere". D es recherches qua ntita ti ves on t 
ele fa ites d e cones de poussiere (dirt-cones) a noyau d e glace da ns le Bersaerkerbrre dans le Nord-Est du 
G roenla nd . D es experi ences furen t auss i en treprises avec des cones a rtifi c iels pour controler les observa tions 
sur le terra in . L es m esures com prennen t : les dimensions des cones, l'epa isseur des sedimen ts e t la ta ille des 
pa rticules, la vitesse de c roissance du cone, I'angle de la p ente, la distributio n d es tempera tures a l ' in teri eur 
du niveau des debris et du coeur d e glace. La taille des particules et la capac ite limite de r eten tio n des 
liquides qui en resulte semblent e tre le fac teur dominan t qui controle la forma tion des cones, independan t de 
l 'epa isseur d es d ebris a l' interi eur d e l 'eventa il obser ve, soit de 10 a 125 mm . O n a trouve qu'il existai t entre 
0,2 e t 0 , 6 mm une dimensio n-seuil d es pa rti cules pour permettre la constitution d es cones. L e vitesse de 
cro issance des cones normalem ent n 'etait que 50% de la taille d ' abla tio n sur la glace " n ette". D es mesures d e 
tempera tures it l' in teri eur d es cones de p ouss iere ont p ermis d 'etudier les flux d e ch a leur, d 'evaluer la con
duc tivite thermique d 'un niveau de debris et les transferts d e cha leur mis en j eu dans la fusion du noyau de 
glace. On propose un modele simple pour la d yna mique des cones d e poussiere, caracteriste p a r d es re tro
actions nega tives et decrivan t un system e en eta t d'equilibre sta ble . 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG . Eine quantitative Abschiitzung der Dynamik von Schuttkegeln. Quantita tive U ntersuch
ungen an Schuttkegeln mit Eiskernen wurden a m Bersaerkerbrre in N O-Griinland vorgenommen . D es
gleichen w urden V ersuche mit kilnstlichen K egeln angestell t, um die F eldbeobac tungen auszuwerten . Die 
M essungen erfassten : Dimensionen, Sedimentmachtigkeit und T eilchengrosse, W achstumsgeschwindigkeit 
des Kegels, T emperaturverteilungen innerha lb d er Schuttl age und des Eiskernes sowie Boschungswinkel. 
Die T eilchengrosse und die da mit zusammenha ngenden Grenzen filr den F eu chtegeha lt scheinen die 
entscheidenden F aktoren bei d er K egelbildung zu sein, una bha ngig von der Schuttdicke innerha lb des beo
bachteten Bereichs von 10 mm bis 12 5 mm . Ein Schwellwert del' K orngrosse filr den Schuttkegelaufbau 
wurde zwischen 0. 2 mm und 0.6 mm gefunden. Die W achstumsgeschwindigkeit von K egeln war am 
m eistens unter 5 0 % des Abla tions in r einem Eis. T empera turmessungen in d en Schuttkegeln ermoglichten 
Warmeflussuntersuchungen, wobei die Warmeleitfa higkeit einer Sedimentschicht und der W a rmetransport 
beim Schmelzen d es Eiskernes herangezogen wurden . Ein einfaches M odel! der D yn amik von Schuttkegeln 
wird vorgeschlagen , das durch nega tive Ril ckkopplungen und Beschreibung eines stetigen Systems cha rak
terisiert is t. 

I. INTRODUCTIO N 

Dirt cones are mounds of ice- or snow-cored sediment on the surfa ce of some glaciers. 
They are also known in French as "cones graveleux des glaciers" (Agassiz, 1840) ; "cones de 
poussieres" (Bout, 1956) ; "cones de gravier" and "cones couverts" (Lliboutry, 1964- 65, 
Tom. I , p . 377- 78) ; in German as " Schmelzkegeln", " Sandkegeln" and " T ermitenhugeln"; 
and as " debris-covered ice cones" (Sharp, 1949). They range in size from a few centimetres 
to tens of metres in height (Fig. I ) . The basic mode of origin of dirt cones has been understood 
for m any years (Spethmann and Bruckner, 1908; L ewis, 1940 ; Swithinbank, 1950 ; Lister , 
1953; Wilson, 1953; Streiff-Becker, 1954). D ebris resting on a glacier surface protects the 
underlying ice, differentially, from ablation so that with the more rapid lowering of the 
surrounding ice surface a mound is produced (Fig. I ) . 

Despite the common occurrence of cones, par ticularly on tempera te glaciers, and despite 
the large number of published observations, few quantitative studies have been undertaken. 
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The objects of this study are to p resent measurem ents taken on na tural ice-cored dirt cones on 
the glacier Bersaerkerbrre in north-east Greenland (Fig. 2) a nd from experiments with artificial 
ice-cored cones. These quantitative observations a re used in genera ting a working model of 
the thermal and m echanical processes in cone development. The effects of sediment grain
size, debris thickness, cone geometry and heat-Row characteristics in the debris layer are 
discussed. 

Fig. I (a). Some dirt cone on the glacier BersaerkerbrtE, north-east Greenland. The ice core is shown after some of the overlying 
debris had been removed. Most of the coarse sand is saturated with melt water. Note the fairly uniform size of the debris. 

Fig.~ 1 (b). Very large dirt cone on Roslin Gletscher, north-east Greenland. Figure on the cone flank gives scale. (PholograjJh by 
K. J. M iller.) 
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The location of dirt cones on Bersaerkerbra: is shown in Figure 2. They are concentrated 
in the ablation zone at the glacier margins. The debri s cover of the cones is derived from a 
laternal moraine system: fines washed from the moraine are concentrated by surface melt
streams. Dirt cones occur in diverted, dry stream channels where there are thickenings of 
sediment corresponding to ancient pools and bars (Dibner and Zagorskaya, 1958). None of 
the cones examined appeared to originate from any other m echanism (e.g. upthrusting of 
debris along shear planes (Lewis, 1940) or deflation of dust and volcanic ash onto the ice 
surface (Krenek, 1958)) . 

Accumulation 

N 

t 

Abundant cones 

Isolated cones 

e Experimental 
sites 

o 4 

k m 

Fig. 2 . M ap of Bersaerkerbrd!, north-east Greenland showing the location of dirt COlles in summer 1968. 

2 . FIELD MEASUREMENTS- NATURAL DIRT CONES 

Twenty cones were exam ined in detail. For each cone, maximum dimensions in three 
orthogonal directions were recorded (coordinate system shown in Figure 3) . The slope of the 
debris was m easured , by clinometer, along lines across th e cone (Fig. 3) . Three random lines 
were normally selected and between three and six angular measurements taken along each 
line at regularly spaced intervals up the cone slopes. The debris was subsequently scraped 
away and ice angles measured at locations corresponding to those at the surface (Figs. la, 3) . 
The thickness of the cover, normal to the slope, was recorded at slope measurement positions. 
Samples were taken for particle-size analysis. The measurements for a sample of ten cones 
are summarized in Table I. 

Cone geometry 
The relationship of the maximum and minimum horizontal dimensions of the base (x andy 

dimensions) indicates that these na tural cones are elliptical in plan, approximating x = I. 7Y, 
with elongation clearly attributed in the field to deposition in former stream channels. 
Average values for the ratio of the maximum to the minimum surface slopes tan a /tan f3 = 
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z 
."C=--- Debri s angle 

Ice angle 

h· I 

Debr i s thicknes s 

7 x 
Fig. 3. Reference ~ystemfor dirt-cone measurements. Height of the ice core (hj ) and debris (hd ) are measured in the z direction . 

The maximum dimension orthogonal to z determines x and y is the maximum measurement at right angles to x. 

TABLE I. FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF NATURAL DIRT CONES (BERSAERKERBRJE, N .E. GREENLAND) 

Sediment measurements Slope angles 
Sediment size Thickness Od 01 

Cone x y h. mean maxtmum (mean) (mean) 
m ill m mm mm mm deg d eg 

I 4·93 2.26 0.84 0.2- 2.0 10 20 28-4 30.8 
2 1.14 0.81 0.46 0.2- 2.0 5 12 44. 1 32.6 
3 3. 10 1.83 0.66 0 .6- 6.0 70 25 29·7 32.0 
4 0·73 0.64 0.23 0.2- 4.0 50 20 33.8 23. 1 
5 1.65 0.9 1 0·33 0.06- 2.0 6 12 29·3 25.8 
6 1.14 0.76 0.3 1 0.02- 4.0 30 20 34.2 31.4 
7 1.70 0.84 0.28 0.006- 6.0 50 12 26.6 28·7 
8 1.32 0.7 1 0.42 0.2- 6.0 32 20 42.3 30.9 
9 1.22 0.66 0.36 0.06- 4.0 5 20 40.0 36.3 

10 1.09 0.66 0·45 0.2- 6 .0 8 10 47·5 36.2 

(2Z/y) /( 2Z/X) approximate 0.67. Such side-slope asymmetry is partly a function of depositional 
ellipticity but also due to maximum slope development occurring on those flanks receiving 
maximum insolation. 

Slope angles were recorded on the debris cover (ed ) and at the ice-core/debris interface 
(ei ) and all measurements were plotted, for comparison, against their relative position, d, on a 
cone of unit size defined as 

100D' 
d = - 

D 

where D' is the height up-slope to a point of angle measurement and D is the height up-slope 
to the crest (cone slant-length). 

There appears to be a broad trend for debris angles to exceed ice angles in the central and 
upper parts of cones, whilst ice angles are greater in the lower part, especially the basal region 
(Fig. 4). Care must be taken, however, in interpreting Figure 4 and the values of Od and Oi 
in Table I , since slope relationships will vary during the growth of dirt cones. In general 
terms, early stages of development will be characterized by ed > eh later stages by ed < ei , 
see section 6. The natural dirt cones investigated were of unknown age but were probably 
in the later stages of the first phase. 
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Fig. 4. Relationships of debris and ice slope angles. 

Sediment characteristics 
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• 

The dominant constituent of the moraine-derived sediment is a reddish-brown, iron
stained quartz sand originating from the Late Precambrian quartzites which crop out along 
the eastern margin of the glacier (Frankl, 1953) ' 

Debris thickness on cone flanks usually varied from 0.5 mm to 20 mm, and was rarely 
greater than 40 mm (Table I ) . The predominant particle size in all the cones was between 
0.6 mm and 5 mm (coarse sand grade). Most deposits, however, were not well sorted (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Average cumulative Cllrve for sediment-size characteristics from a sample of ten natural dirt cones, determined by sieving 

through five meshes. 
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The best developed cones were found in fairl y well-sorted medium to coarse sand. Although 
finer-gra ined sediments were readily available a t the glacier surface (e.g. silts a nd clays from 
< 0.002 mm to 0.06 mm) no cones were d eveloped in these m a terials nor in the equa ll y 
abundan t coarse gravels and cobbles (10 mm to 200 mm) . 

3. E X P E RIMENTAL DIRT CONES 

T he measurem ents on natura l dirt con es suggested that the effect of gra in size, d ebris 
thickness a nd plot geometry on cone growth and thermal regime should be further inves tigated 
and a series of seven experiments with a rtificially induced dirt cones was underta ken . Other 
experiments, to evaluate the effect of debris on the m elting behaviour of glacier ice, snow and 
lake ice, have been carried out by Lister (1953), 0 strem (1959, 1965), Wijngaarden ( 1961 ), 
M arkin (in press), a nd M egahan and others (1970). 

TABLE II . EXPERIMENTAL DIRT CONES : INPUT DATA 

Sediment type Initial thickness 
CO/le site x y su.e sorting Ts Commencing date 

m m I11 tTI m m 

1.0 0·7 0.6- 2 good 44·5 19 July 1968 
2 1.0 0 .65 0.06- 0.2 good 13 30 July Ig68 
3 0·5 0·45 0.6- 10 poor 11 4 30 July Ig68 
4 0·55 0·5 0 .006-0.02 good 50 30 July Ig68 
5 0·45 0·4 0.6- 2(15% )25- 50(85% ) 102 30 July Ig68 
6 0·55 0·5 0.6- 2(85% )25- 50(15%) 57 30 July 1968 
7 0·3 0.25 0.06- 0.2 good 125 14 August 1968 

Sediment was d eposited on " clean" glacier ice in three rectangula r groups (approx. 
1.0 m by 0.65 m , 0.50 m by 0.50 m , a nd 0.30 m by 0.25 m ) a nd in a variety of thicknesses 
from 10 m m to 125 mm (Fig . 6). Sediment textures varied as indicated in T a ble n . After 14 d , 
sediment at some of the sites had been left upstanding relative to the ice surface. The situa tion 
at the end of the experimental period is summarized in Table III and F igure 6. 

TABLE III . EXPERIMENTAL DI RT CONES: OUTPUT DATA 

Final 
thickness Crowth factor 

Cone t x ] hd h'd h'l T r Fd Fi Ca 
h m m m m m mm m 

l a 288 0.84 0.84 0.217 0. 172 0.196 21 0.358 0.408 0.480 
Ib 624 1.1 5 1.1 3 0·355 0.311 0·339 16 0.3 17 0.346 0.98 1 
2 336 1.80 I. 73 no cone 3 0 0 0.502 
3 336 0·79 0·77 0.292 0.1 78 0.27 1 20 0·355 0.540 0.502 
4 336 flowed 6 m no cone 2 0 0 0.502 
5 336 0.70 0.62 0 .108 0 .006 o.o lg 8g 0.0 12 0.038 0.502 
6 336 0.70 0 .70 0. l g4 0. 137 0. 172 22 0.2 73 0.342 0.502 
7 168 0.4 1 0.38 no cone 63 0 0 0. 102 

Note : h'd = [hd- Ts] and h'i = [hd - Trl These a re the heigh t increases of the debris 
cover and ice core respectively. hd is the fina l height of the debris crest above the surrounding 
"clean" ice. Ca is the total a blat ion over "clean" ice for the period t. 

Growth rates 
A sim ple growth factor F has been calculated to indicate the change in the m ean elevation , 

with time, of the iceF j and debris F d crests with respect to ablation over a "clean" ice surface: 

F = h'{Ga 
where h' is the height increase of the ice or d ebris (see T able III ) and Ga is the tota l ablation 
over "clean" ice during the period of cone growth . When F j or Fd is equal to I , the ice or 
d ebris growth rate is equal to the a blation rate; with F j or Fd equal to 0, there is no growth. 
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The values of h', h'd, Ca, Fi and Fd are given with other data in Table Ill. A number of 
significant relationships are indicated: (a) growth of experimental cones proceeds at rates of 
up to about 50% that of ablation over " clean" ice (F < 0.5) ; (b ) cone height and basal cross
sectional area are related in the same manner as for natural dirt cones (see Table I ); (c) the 
fact that Fi is invariably greater than Fd indicates that debris thins, with time, at the crest. 
This progressive thinning shows in height differences in Figure 7, and is primarily a response 
to mass down-slope transfer, spreading sediment over an increasing cone area following 
continued ablation and slope change. Such a process would account for the debris and ice
slope relations in Figure 4. 
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Time in hou r s 
Fig. 7. Growth of debris and ice crests in experimental dirt cones. Ablation over "e/ean" ice is shown for the same period. The 

curves have been projected to their intersections, when the sediment cover should vanish from the creJt. The growth rates 
subsequently become negative and the cone commences to be degraded. 
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Particle size 
Cones grew at sites I, 3, 5 and 6 where there were unimodal deposits greater than 0.6 mm 

mean grain size. Site 2, a fine, well-sorted sand, produced no cone, the sediment flowing 
away over the ice surface. A further experiment (site 7) confirmed that this was not a function 
of plot shape or thickness . The clearest case of saturated flow occurred at site 4 in a medium
grained si lt (Fig. 6) . The whole sediment mass became mobilized with melt water and moved 
a distance of6 m in 14 d. Coarse sediments (pebbles and cobbles), in thicknesses not greater 
than approximately twice their mean long-axes, did not produce cones. 

Figure 8 summarizes the experimental results. The mean particle size of artificial dirt 
cones is shown against the growth factor F. From these data and field observations it appears 
that a threshold value of sediment size can be postulated for dirt cone inception in well-sorted, 
unimodal deposits. According to Figure 8 this is a medium-grained sand (between 0.2 mm 
and 0.6 mm mean grain size) for a wide range of debris thicknesses (from 10 mm to 125 mm). 
Comparison with 0strem's (1965) results suggest that for greater sediment size an increasing 
thickness of debris will yield positive growth rates. Between the two limits shown in Figure 8 
there is a gradation of cone development. The optimum grain size appears to fall in the coarse 
sand to fine gravel grade (0.6 mm- 5 mm) . 

,6 

,5 

F ·3 

·2 

·1 

• Ice core 

\l Debris cover 

... No cone 

o~~------~~--------~ __________ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ 
0·01 1·0 10 100mm 

Particle size 
Fig. 8. Particle size qf experimental dirt cones and their growth factors Fi and Fd , showing a threshold for cone inception and 

optimum growth betwem 0.6 mm and 5 mm. 

Temperature observations 
Temperatures were recorded by: 

( I) A thermograph located 3 m from the experimental dirt-cone site. 
(2) Dry bulb thermometers 300 mm long located: (a) In air, 30 mm from the debris cover 

and 250 mm above the ice surface (thermometer with a simple radiation shield ); 
(b ) 20 mm within a debris cover, 30 mm th ick ; (c) 30 mm within the dirt-cone ice 
core. 

The maximum error in temperature measurements due to equipment sensitivity and 
operator variance is about 0.5 deg. Readings were taken every two hours for a 24 h period 
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from 12.00 h (G.M.T. ) 14 August 1968. Figure 9 shows the four resulting temperature curves. 
Although large fluctuations were recorded in both the ambient and localized air tempera
tures the dehris cover changed by only 3.5 deg and the ice core showed little variation from 
melting point. 

4. THERMAL PROCESSES 

The amount of protection afforded by a sedimentary layer, and hence the growth rate of 
a dirt (·one, depends upon the amount of heat transferred through the debris. 

The total ablation over adjacent "clean" ice for the experimental period (26 d ) was 
0.98 m ice ( ~o.S m water equivalent) (see Fig. 7). A mean value for the absorption of heat 
required to produC' this amount of melt is I.3 X IOzWm -z. Lister (1953,1959) reported 
values for summer mel t over "clean" ice in Iceland which give a mean heat flux density of 
3 X IOZ W m - Z. The rate of absorption of heat at the ice surface, beneath the debris, for 
experimental dirt cones can be evaluated from the melt rates as shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV. CALCULATION OF HEAT FLUX TO ICE OF DIRT CONES 

Site Duration 
h 

"clean ice" 624 
624 

3 336 
5 336 
6 336 

Ice melt 
m 

0.g8 
0.64 
0.23 
0-48 
0.32 

Water 
equivalent 

m 

o.go 
0·57 
0.21 
0·44 
0.2g 

Mean heat flow 
through debris 

Wm- 2 

Using these values and the tempel ature gradient within the debris layer, the thermal 
conductivity of the material can be estinJ.lted by: 

- aT 
Q ,= - ka; 

where k is the thermal conductivity, Q tL e heat flow per unit area of cross-section averaged 
over the period, and aT/ox the average d ·ermal gradient through the debris normal to the 
surface. 

The observed temperatures for site 1 (Fig. 9) are given for a distance approximately 10 mm 
from the ice-core surface. Assuming that the temperature gradient is constant throughout the 
debris, aT/ox becomes 150 deg m - I. Substituting into Equation (3) with Q. = 85 W m - 2 

we obtain k ~ 0.56 W m - I deg- l . The value of K can be compared with published estimates 
of thermal conductivities for unconsolidated , dry, sandy accumulations at 0° 0 given in 
Table V. 

The debris layer of a dirt cone is usually charged with melt water which may have a 
significant effect on thermal behaviour if the conductivity of the solid is very different from 
that of water (Carslaw and ]aeger, 1959). The thermal conductivity of pure water is 0.56 
W m - I deg - 1, closely similar to the conductivity for the debris /water mixture. Hence, in 
this rather special case, water has little effect on the sediment conductivity except to make it 
appear less porous. 

Thermal regime 
Figure 10 has been constructed to indicate the temperature distribution in a dehris layer, 

following a sudden change in surface temperature. Although the temperature at the surface 
may pass below 0° C, melting can still take place at the debris/ice interface b ecause of the 
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time lag required for a cold wave to pass through the debris (Fig. IQ). Once the cold wave has 
passed through the layer , all melting will cease. The time lag ( L'l'T) between a cyclic change 
(e.g. daily) in su rface temperature (following a sine fun ction) and tha t at depth within the 
sediment is given (after Jakob and H awkins, 1942) by: 

15 

10 

Toe 5 

- 3 

tl'T = tx ( cx 7Tn)-~ 

\ 

\ 
.. ... /:1 .. .. /:1 \ 

1200 

•.. • :A \ 

" '\:A 

'h>'~"/:1. 

2400 

t 

Ambient air 

Air 3cm 

/:1 Debris 1·0 cm 

Ice 3cm 

1200 hrs 

Fig. 9 . T emperature curves at site I for ambient air temperature, air temperature 30 mm from the dirt-cone surface, 10 mm 
from the debris/ice interface and 30 mm withi" the ice core. Period 24 h, 14-15 August 1968. 

TABLE V. T HERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES O F U CONSOLIDATED PARTICLES 

Material 

Silica (fused quar tz glass) 
Hudson R iver sand 
Qua rtz sand (I) 
Quartz sand (2) 
Dir t-cone debris 

k 
W m - I deg- I 

1.30 

0 .25 
0.27 
0.58 
0.56 

Riference 

Clark (1966) 
Clark (1966) 
Birch a nd others (1942) 
Birch and others (1942) 
T his pa per 
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where x is the distance from the debris surface, IX the thermal diffusivity = k /cp. where 
c is the specific heat capacity and Ps the density of debris, and 12 is the number of cycles per 
unit time. For values of et = 3 X 10 - 7 m 2 S - 1 (based on k = 0.56 W m - I deg - ' ) and 12 = 

1. 157 X IQ -s Hz, x = 0.03 m corresponds to 117' = 1.2 h , and x = 0.02 m to I1t = 0.9 h . 

AIR 

-D:: 
In 
w 
C 

ICE 

+ 

T1 

__ HEAT FLOW 

Fig. IO. Idealized heat flow curves in a debris layer of a dirt conefollowing a sudde71 change of temperature at the surface of the 
debris through o° C,from T, to T z. 

Such time-lag values provide estimates of the melting regime on dirt cones. At the ice! 
debris interface for Site I , melting would continue for a minimum of 1.2 h after the surface 
temperature had passed through 0 ° C in response to changes in the local air temperature 
Similarly the temperature of the debris at a depth of 0.02 m would be in advance of the ice 
surface by 0.3 h and behind the air/debris interface by 0.9 h. Considering the limitations of 
the cyclic model in Equation (5) and the experimental errors, the estimated lag between air 
and debris temperatures is in good agreement with those shown in Figure 9. 

5. M ECHANICAL PROCESSES 

Thermal conductivities for fine sediments (e.g. silt grade) may be no higher than for 
coarser material but when saturated they become more easily mobilized and incompetent in 
maintaining a cohesive layer in contact with the ice core. It would appear that it is the 
consistency limits which are important in determining which materials produce cones. 

In silts, the Atterberg liquid limit (the minimum moisture content at which sediment will 
flow under its own weight (Casagrande, 1947)) is lower than for finer clay sizes (Linell 
and Kaplar, 1959). As the moisture content in such fine-grained sediment is raised, the 
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intergranular water film is thickened and the available pore space fill ed . This results in a 
flow velocity which is common to both solid and liquid phases (Bagnold, 1968) . The material 
having achieved the liquid limit through the continued suppl y of water from melting ice, will 
flow away under gravity. Beyond the coarse sand grade, increasing particle size (Fig. 8) for a 
given debris thickness, results in an increased permeability of the debris providing littl e oppor
tunity for ei ther saturated flow (except under pressure) see Ackermann (1948[a] , Cb] ), o r 
protection due to intersti tial air circulation. Such processes provide the basic mechanism 
whereby only a limited range of sediment sizes (Fig. 8) were observed to produce distinct 
dirt cones. 

Mass transfer, in response to such changes in the mechanical strength of the d ebris, was 
observed to be the dominant process operating upon the sediment layer. Failure of the 
unconsolidated debris occurred in the form of periodic slumping, sliding or avalanching, 
steepening and thinning the d ebris slope above and reducing it at the cone base to give the 
distinctive slope relations shown in F igure 4. 

6. MODEL OF DIRT-CONE DEVELOPMENT 

On the basis of observationa l and experimental data, a simple, deterministic model of cone 
dynamics can be suggested in which cone slope angle (tan IX = '2z /y ) and cone heigh t (hd) 
are used as critical indicators of cone growth: 

tan IX =]([xy], [Te/Tm] , s, Da) (5) 

where xy is proportional to the basal cross-sectional area, Tel T m is the ratio of debris thickness 

+ «1) 

DIFFERENTIAL 
ABLATION 

(Ice core me lt 

/ clt'an ice melt ) 

Morpholog ica I Set 

Fig. I I. Feedback relationships during the growth phase of dirt cones. + indicates an increase ill the variable at the head of the 
arrow, which is the direction of causal change. - indicates a decrease in the variable at the head of the arrow. The dif
ferential ablation ratio is initial!JI < I. 
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at the cone crest to the mid-slope thickness, s is the shear strength of the debris layer, and 
Da is the differential ablation rate (ratio of melting rate at the ice core to the melting rate over 
"clean" ice). 

During the rapid , positive growth phase Da < I. The interaction and feedback system 
at this stage is shown in Figure I I. As the cone increases in height, the slopes steepen 
(Od > Oi ), retreating towards the incipient apex. The surface area increases and the debris 
layer becoll ,es thinner (by mass movement), reducing net protection and the ablation differen
tial. But as Da -7 I , the interactions change (Fig. 12 ) . Once the debris is reduced to a 
threshold thickness on the cone crest (Fig. 7) melting of the ice core is accelerated, the cone 
(as a morphological form ) decays and the ablation differential is stabilized. 

(= 1 ) 

DE B RI S 
S HEAR 

S TRENGTH 

DIFFERENTIAL 

ABLATION 

( Ic e co r e mel t / 

c l ea n ice me lt ) 

+.--------.., 

Morphological Set 

Fig. I2. Feedback relationships during the decay stage of dirt cones. Key as ill Figure I2. The different ial ablatioll ratio is close 
to uni!». 

Dirt-cone growth and form is thus a steady-state process in response to the ablation! 
protection balance. The overall feedback is negative but characterized by two distinctive 
phases of waxing and waning development (i.e. cone form ) with a change-over threshold 
related to debris thickness. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

From the material and discussion outlined in previous sections a number of points have 
emerged. These are: 

( I) Natural dirt cones on Bersaerkerbne resulted from the differential ablation of stream
laid sediment. 

(2) The material comprising the sediment cover of natural cones was found to lie pre
dominantly within the size range 0.6 mm to 5 mm. Experiments to determine the ability of 
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various particle-size materials to produce dirt cones indicated that a threshold grain size 
could be postulated at the medium sand grade (0.2 mm to 0.6 mm ). Due to the low Atterberg 
liquid consistency limit of fine, silty-clay materials, no cones developed in such deposits. The 
permeability of thin layers of coarse debris (10 mm to 200 mm), affording continuous circula
tion of air within the fabric, probably prevented differential ablation and cone growth. 
Grain-size, which has not been stressed in previous studies, would seem one of the dominant 
controls in cone formation , its effect being independent of debris thicknc~s within the range 
10 mm to 125 mm. 

(3) The growth rate of dirt cones varies with plot geometry and sediment thickness: 
(a ) Since cone slope angles show little variation « 10%) cone heigh t is di rectly related to 
basal cross-sectional area. (b) For equivalent cross-sectional areas, cone height is a function 
of debris thickness. (c) Growth of cones proceeds at a rate of up to 50%, of the ablation rate 
over "clean" ice. This implies continuous melting at the ice core crest, so that cone size is a 
poor gauge of ablation on the surrounding glacier. 

(4) If the temperature gradient through the d ebris and the growth rate a re known, the 
average thermal conductivity of the sediment can be computed a nd the heat transfer in 
response to a changing air temperature, can be es timated . 

(5) A simple, d eterministic model for cone development is proposed, characterized by 
negative feedback and describing a steady-state system. 
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